YEAR 9
North - Dan Durban Burgess

North
the big forest of the dome
motorbikes whizzing past
danger signs and high risk highways
East
beautiful beaches, bathing bodies
the waters of kawau bay
being invaded by stingrays
South
the busy city of Auckland
buzzing like a hive of bees
a sky tower overlooking the city
West
the beautiful blue blazing waters
of the heavy Tasman sea
the deep forests of Woodhill
Up
the stunning, clear, deep skies
the bright beauty of a sun
as yellow as a bumble bee
Centre
me, standing on the soft green grass
watching, waiting or playing
thick layers of earth beneath me

Epiphany - Anna Sollitt

noun
a moment of sudden and great revelation or realization
I remember the smile
so sweet and so kind
She was the best teacher
And she was so caring
The memories that were made
will be kept somewhere special
it was for the better, now somewhere peaceful
Out of pain, into the free, into heaven, safe and sound

“ a moment when you suddenly feel that
you understand, or suddenly become
conscious of, something
that is very important to you”
I feel as if
what I already knew
takes me into realisation
that the only person left standing
is me

Ebullient - Jayden Earley
Adjective - “overflowing
with fervor, enthusiasm
or excitement; high spirited.”
A spring inside a can
lingering around for the
moment to leap out into
someone's unsuspecting face.
Hurdling out of bed on
Christmas Morning, getting
ready to tear off the wrapping
paper of your well deserved,
generous gifts.
A cheerful, enthusiastic crowd
at a football game, rambunctious
enough to overpower an orchestra.
Ice cold tingles up your spine,
butterflies flutter in your stomach,
frogs croak in your throat.
“Nothing great was ever
accomplished without
enthusiasm.”
On the podium,
medal and ribbon
dangling from your neck.
Honouring words floating
through your head.
EBULLIENT

Leech - Chelsea Wilson
LEECH (noun) - an aquatic or terrestrial annelid worm with suckers at both ends.
Many species are bloodsucking parasites, especially of vertebrates, and others are
predators.
Or a person who extorts profit from or sponges on others.
Based on a true event
we were never friends.
we were leeches. sucking.
feeding,
the life from each other,
exhaustion
that's all i ever felt was awkwardness
when you would speak to me
how did i not notice?
the smoke, like a dark aura, like snakes, swirling
around you?
your eyes suddenly narrow and red?
how?
how did i not notice
the sharp knife hidden behind
your back?
oh, i saw the knife finally
but only.
only
when it was wedged deep in me
and my own blood surrounded me
what a stupid game we played.
no straight answers.
late nights.
talking.
waste. waste. waste.
it never mattered to you

5 years you tortured me,
lies you fed me,
that i took as truths,
i bet you enjoyed yourself.
yes, we were both leeches
but you were the fattest one
sucking every drop of blood i had
until i was dry.
with your lovely eyes
and smile. you'd
convince me
that it was all alright
why was i so blind?
but you know what
I'm free now, and did you know?
I sleep.
I eat.
I live.
and without you
life has never been better
even though you lurk right beside me,
5 days a week.
Leech

The Cemetery - Liam Anderson
The autumn sun glistens off my handlebars. Tick Tick Tick. I click my bike into gear,
and begin pedaling down McKinney Rd towards the cemetery, my mum and brother in
view. I start pedaling, slow at first, down the path. To a passerby it may seem like I
am admiring the scenery, but I am lost, deep, in my own world. H
 ouses and
pedestrians pass by, as I near the gates. Some may think that biking through a
cemetery may creep out a nine year old, but it did the exact opposite for me. I was
obsessed with the paranormal, I spent many hours exploring old houses, or trying to
catch a wild bigfoot.
Soon I catch a glimpse of the Warkworth cemetery gates, towering over me in the
same way a principal may tower over a scared child. Huge and imposing. I begin to
open them. Creak creak creak. T
 he gates slowly come open and I can’t believe what
I’m seeing. Rows upon rows of headstones, representing long forgotten people and
their memories. I turn down the path, towards a hill that goes right down in between
the graves. Immediately I start speeding up.
Soon I am pedaling at the rate of knots. And I feel a rush of adrenaline as I see the
old, gray headstones. Marks of forgotten people, all cracked and faded, they lie there,
beckoning me. Calling me to discover their secrets. I am no longer thinking about
steering my handlebars, or pedaling my pedals, it's all on autopilot. The hill is on
quite a steep angle, with a sharp 90 degree turn towards the end. Soon I begin to
zoom down the hill, gaining speed with every second of descent down this monstrous
hill. My vision turns into a blur, headstones and trees whizz past as I continue. I begin
to lose control. Skreech! My tires slide as I tumble, like a ragdoll, head over heels
down the old brick path.
Black. I would like to say I can remember the next few moments but I truly can’t. It
seems my brain has censored my memory from experiencing such a traumatizing
thing again. I was truly mangled. Somehow my legs had managed to tangle
themselves up in the frame of my bike, and my face, well my face. Big wads of skin
had managed to completely detach themselves from my cheeks, and around my chin,
some patches were still tangling from thin strands. A deep sense of confusion washed
over me. How had I got here? What events had lead up to this moment?
My mother rushes down the hill, “Liam, are you okay sweetie”. Obviously I wasn't,
but hearing my mother's voice still managed to help calm the pain from my now
bleeding face. After what seemed like years, I managed to get myself on my feet, and
began hobbling back up the hill, tears streaming down my face. The afternoon sun
casting light to my recently acquired wounds. One thing was for sure, I was not going
to ride down that hill again.

Creative Writing - Rachel McGuire
I blinked as I felt the vehicle came to a halt beneath me, and sleepily, drowsily, peered through the thick blanket of fog outside,
dewdrops catching and pooling at the base of the window, reflecting the light from a nearby lamppost. My body felt like it’d
melted into my seat, and I was loath to move from my comfy perch. Six hours on a bus and it tends to make you a little drowsy.
Yawning, I stood and stretched, easing the cramps out of my tight legs. All around people were doing the same, and preparing
to exit the warm, sleepy atmosphere of the bus, and out into the howling wind outside. I shuddered inwardly at the rain
hammering on the bus roof, it was as if the consistent wind was taunting us, reminding us that soon we’d be out in the open, no
longer under warm shelter. But stronger than my apprehension at the weather was my excitement, for we were about to climb
high ropes courses! I thought it was a great way to start our five day Year Six camp down near the freezing mountains of
National Park.
I felt a flutter of excitement in my chest, and smiling, I slipped between the isles and down the bus, straightening out my fluro
rain jacket as I neared the steps that would lead me out into the raging storm. Bracing myself, I stepped down, placing my feet
on Taupo land for the first time in my life. The change in temperature was immediate, and intense. Icy wind slapped my in the
face, leaving me breathless as I followed my peers, sprinting through the gloom towards a nearby building, and leaving the bus
to be enveloped by mist behind me. Under shelter the sound of rain intensified on the tin roof, as I stepped into warm dry air.
15 dry minutes and a pep talk later I’m outside, once again victim to the driving rain, but this time for longer. Raindrops dripped
over the hood of my rain jacket, and into my eyes. Looming up high above me, towering in the sky, were the rope courses. I felt
a flood of energy course through my body at the thought of being up there, I wasn’t remotely terrified of heights, I loved doing
things like this.
Glancing around, I realised the rain had eased off, reduced to a cloudy drizzle. While others fussed around with harnesses I
lifted my gaze to the person climbing as an example, showing us what to do. You could barely see them, they were so encased
by the fog. I watched them clamber up into the irony grey sky, rung after rung up the ladder, becoming a tiny vivid yellow speck
in the blend of grey, like a lost soul cast upon a stormy sea. Somewhere in a part of my brain, I registered I could no longer feel
my feet. Slosh! Looking down I came to the realisation I was standing in an icy puddle. All around I became aware of a vague
splashing sound, a result of rippling water whenever people moved their now sodden feet.
What felt like years later my arms stretched up as I reached for a hold, my shoes squeaking as I finally placed my foot on the first
rung. Just like that I was off, the ground shrinking below me as I climbed my way up, feeling monkey like, arm after arm, rung
after rung. Smiling, I gazed down at the ground, spread out below like a large blanket. I was in my zone. Accepting a friends
dare yelled up at me from the ground, I’d hung upside down like a bat, my knuckles going white from gripping onto the metal
rungs. Trusting the strong ropes secured to my harness I swung myself off leaving me momentarily suspended in mid air before I
clawed my way back onto the ladder, much to the apparent entertainment of my peers. Their cheers and whoops reached my
sensitive ears, stinging with the cold as I continued my climb. I was so used to the same repetitive momentum and motion it
took to clamber up the ladder that I found myself surprised when I reached the top, finding there was no other rung above me.
But now I could see what I was about to face, I came to the realisation it wasn’t gonna be as easy as it looked.
Peering across the narrow strip of wood I could hardly make out the other side, where I’d be ending my walk of faith. As the
sound of the wind increased so did the rate of my heartbeat, and I Iooked down at my muddy shoes, the wood beneath my feet
slippery like an eel. Heart in my throat, and now determinedly avoiding glancing at the ground, I heaved myself onto the ledge,
knees knocking as I slowly stood from my crouch. I was trembling. It felt like I was standing on the brink of death, barely inches
away from teetering over the edge. I’d felt a kind of inward disappointment in myself, I shouldn’t have been feeling scared, I
was supposed to be showing everyone how well I could do this. It suddenly crossed my mind, in a burst of realisation: “It’s not
about having no fear, but it’s about having the courage to face that fear.” Feeling encouraged, I’d determinedly taken my first
step onto the shaking wooden beam, cheers from below rising from the ground through the intense wind as I did so. Rain
swiped me sharply in the face as it was driven to the ground on a diagonal, but I didn’t flinch. I’d left behind my safe refuge by
the pole, and I wasn’t looking back, rather, I was going to embrace the opportunity. I raised my arms above my head and spun
so I was facing backwards as I walked. It was exhilarating. I’d felt rather reckless as my toes dipped slightly over the edges, and
relished the feeling of the wind in my face as I pranced my way along the beam, staring fear in the face with a smile.

Near Death Experience - Ruby Taylor
We come to a stop at a calm measure of the river. Trees hang over the rocky
dome and the tropical warmth of the Fijian sun over us gives out a serene
sensation. It’s a sweltering mid morning, but the water is brisk and nippy. The
rough, precarious part of the river was over. My hands clutch tightly onto the
rope, feeling exhilarated, invincible. “Casey, Ruby, you can go in now,” suggested
the guide. I take off my helmet and steady my feet at the brink of the raft…
I look at the reflection of me in the water. Zali and Daniel have already jumped
in. ‘Why not?’ I think. Turning around, I position my feet and ready my arms to
backflip into the water. This just felt right in the heat of the moment, although I
had never attempted this before. With my lifejacket on, I jump in.
I don’t get enough momentum and instead of jumping in front of the raft, I
submerge underneath. The darkness swallows me whole. My body is
compressed against it, my life jacket wants me to float to the surface. But I can't.
I’m entombed, trapped. The panic brings my heart banging against my ribs. I
dramatically search for a way to guide me to safety, but I can’t see anything
except for dark, blurry green. I’m losing my breath, scrambling around trying to
find an edge for me to swim up to. I don’t know how long it’s been now. I’m
trying to gasp for breath, opening my lungs, surrendering to what will happen
after.
My head and chest is aching. ‘Somebody should notice by now!’ I see a light
seeping through water like a tear in a page. Putting my hands on the bottom of
the raft, I use it as a boost to push me quicker to that bright light. I’m at the
edge of the boat and I swim to the surface. I immediately gasp for a breath. My
heart is still racing. I’m in shock.
Unable to articulate a single sound, I reach my hands in front of me and slowly
glide myself through the water, leaving crescents of ripples behind me. My brain
is frozen, repeating that feeling of me drowning over and over, that now
memory. My limbs are shaking and my bottom lip starts to tremble as I push
myself back onto the raft. “Ruby, are you okay? What happened?” asked Dad,
worry written on his face. I stare at the green colour of liquid death and cry “I
nearly died!”
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Interior - Grace Jamieson
The gallery stood strong,
its modern architecture
the first of many wonders.
Inside our bags were taken,
we were handed books and pencils
and told to explore the beauty.
Years of masterpieces,
historic to modern surrounded us
telling their stories, their meanings.
An atmosphere peaceful and thoughtful Quiet.
We silently tiptoed as if not to disturb Pristine white walls almost a glare
with artistic pops of color,
Polished floors a mirror reflection.
The rubber grip of my camera
Fixed in my hand,
capturing every moment.
Though every click seemed too loud,
a violent disturbance to the tranquility,
A deafening silence.
Individuals Paused.
admiring artworks that had drawn the eye,
they sauntered Alone.
And so they wandered imagining their own personal meanings.

Exterior - Grace Jamieson
Organised chaos was Queen street,
the high rise buildings stood tall,
it suited the name sky city.
Bright bursts of vibrant reds and yellows
from shop signs and billboards provided the color,
in what otherwise would have been a dark concrete jungle.
Hundreds of people went about their day,
Synchronized, one foot in front of the other
oblivious to our disruption of the order.
Aloud their voices echoed,
accents and languages from around the globe.
They spoke hurriedly
like every word would be their last.
Digital devices held a place in each of their hands,
Trapping them,
in a trance of the online world.
The swirl of different flavors in the air
made my senses tingle.
My Camera hung forgotten
at my neck,
everything stood as a distraction.
The corners
Occupied,
as accommodation for the homeless.
They just sat
on the filthy paths
their torn cardboard signs telling their simplified stories,
rattling their cups
in hopes that change could be spared.
And so we wandered away knowing that we had left the busy structure intact.

Writing Trip - Bruno Rees-Baker
Planting my foot onto the ferry, the groan my stomach makes is surely noticeable. The
boat lurches as I inch further into the entrance room, and although motorised boats
are beyond my ken, the trust I once had for this boat is rapidly dissipating. “I would feel
much better on dry-land,” I mistakenly say aloud. I realise my mistake and I’m
anticipating one of Luke’s quick remarks. But I don’t hear a peep.
I look to my left and see that he is in exactly the same position as I am, unfocused on
anything that isn’t the boat and its movements. With my most stoic expression and
voice combination, I ask where he wishes to sit. Luke’s reply is an attempt at the same
thing, and his answer has a menacing sense of calculation to it. “Outside, but on the
second floor.”
Reaching the outdoor area on the boat’s second level, it’s like I’m entering an
undiscovered environment. I find the closest seat, take it, and almost instantaneously
after hear the outdoor speakers being switched on; a recognisable sound of cracks and
pops that jingle in no specific order. This sound quickly turns into a voice, an
animatronic one, that projects promptly, “We are now departing from Auckland
Downtown Ferry Terminal, we will arrive in Devonport in about fifteen minutes.” The
engines fire up, the whole boat shudders, and soon we’re moving.
Looking back at the city, which now seems so small, my eyes are drawn to the
dilapidated buildings that seem to give off anguished cries as they’re engulfed by a
dominant force of skyscrapers. I’m equally amused by the bustle of tourists. As if
pretending to be clockwork, they enter and exit shops like all their movements are
automated.
I take my eyes off the city, and insead gaze at the water that surrounds me. Boats drift
alongside us with no identifiable intentions, cruising around in a serene state. The
people aboard seem to radiate joy, their pristine boats telling a story of a drab mooring
life and their owner’s busy city life.
Closing in on the end of our ferry trip, a familiar voice arises. “We are now arriving at
the Devonport Ferry Terminal.” As the boat starts to dock, and the soothing sound of
the engine stirs to a halt, an overwhelming feeling of melancholy flushes through me.
Step-by-step I depart the boat, only to be greeted by the unforgiving, and significantly
less buoyant, concrete harbour.
The view that greets me is the polar opposite of a city. A blur of housing, a residential
muck. The usual hustle you would normally see drained, replaced with the dreariness
of a retirement home. The brief amount of time I spent walking to, waiting for, and
boarding our bus was all it took for me to see how overly mundane the area was. And
how I would never, ever, live anywhere like it.

Villanelle - Guy van Egmond
The statue stands, stony-faced and grim.
People scurry, that way and this.
Meanwhile, urban life goes on around him.
Joggers hurry on their way to the gym,
bright colours make them hard to miss,
the statue stands, stony-faced and grim.
Men with coffees filled up to the brim,
forgetting to give their loved ones a kiss.
Meanwhile, urban life goes on around him.
Raindrops drip off an umbrella rim,
tyres on the wet tarmac glide by with a hiss.
The statue stands, stony-faced and grim.
A policeman strolls by, proper and trim,
glancing around, nothing seems amiss.
Meanwhile, urban life goes on around him.
The light fades out and begins to dim.
A soft silence falls, it's almost bliss.
The statue stands, stony-faced and grim.
Meanwhile, urban life goes on around him.

Ava Berry
Her
For her,
home is lethargic , unchanging,
strangulating,
she is not the same person,
she was before.
There is no room in this house,
for her to stand tall in this new body,
this new sense of self,
caught between a strong mind and a fragile
heart,
she can barely fit,
but the doors stay locked,
the windows fastened.
This tiny town,
with its tiny people,
stuffing their dreams,
into cardboard boxes,
have grown too small,
for her heart, a hundred acres large,
because they are too blind to see,
that she has the most colourful mind,
like art.

Unveiled
He
illuminated by a absence of light,
he gazes upwards,
dark jawline slicing through the tenebrosity,
his elegant body, fastened to the mundane
walls,
so effortlessly himself, that the world hated
him for it.
Surrounded by a facade of symplicity,
he is a figure of fluidity and individualism,
a visual perception of changing times,
trying to find the colours to paint the world,
where it has been left grey.
Fascinating to some, abominable to
stereotypical society,
he reflects the feminism and purity,
the beauty and the grace,
of the voluminous bodies,
torn from fashion magazines.
Every contour,
every masculine curve,
perfectly unique, simply carved,
and swallowed up by the camera,
as he draws a virile hand down his face,
ready for the perfect pose.
Shadowed by the light,
he is confident,
enticing,
flaunting a dignified posture,
illustrating creativity and emotion,
superior to the limelight,
oblivious to the wide eyes of the world.

Auckland Art Gallery - Katy Gothard
Patterns of
Life and
Colour,
For all to see,
but for no one to touch,
full of life,
but yet no movement.
Frames that are
Gold and
Silver,
Shining bright as if brand new,
but rich with history,
getting old and aged with time,
but the image is not changing.
Contrast of
Light and
Dark,
The art looks at you in the eyes,
as if to talk, but it is not real,
it tells you a story as if it just happened,
but it is years old.
People in
Wonder and
Daze,
Saying that they could make that artwork,
if they wanted, but never do,
trying to find what the paintings means to them,
but only sometimes will.
Seconds to
Minutes to
Hours,
Time stands still,
but hours past,
people everywhere,
but there is no sound.
The gallery is a world of its own.

Stairs At The Mall - Luke Brown
the infinite spiral or stairs,
consumes my thoughts.
the decades worth of worn step marks of use,
trace up the stair way.
noises of the mall below soften.
voices turn into silence.
echoes triggered by every step i take,
the arthritic sound of the wooden planks
rebound off the circular walls,
to my ears.
goosebumps emerge
as the eerie breeze besieges me.
the harrowing unknownness awaiting me,
is eased when I remember
my mate bruno is by my side.
all senses are contrasted with every step.
noise turns tranquil.
the smell of donuts
is quickly masked by furnished wood.
brightness from the mall,
eclipsed by the anticipating darkness
the aisle only illuminated
by the morning light between the stairs.

A Guilty Mortem - Lexie Van Santen
It's a maze.
A jungle of cement,
money is spent wasted.
Changing seasons,
changing status,
waiting
to be set ablaze.
The rush begins.
Children scatter like mice,
fleeing to their paradise,
blinded.
Feeling obsolete,
Feeling overwhelmed,
consumed
by your unworldly sins.
I’m so lost.
Surrounded by infection,
a spineless reflection,
of me.
Racks of clothes,
racks of chaos,
displayed
but at what cost?
Let it fall.
Fight fire with more fire,
a skill that you acquire,
study.
Conceal the floor,
conceal your flaws,
protect
for this is your mall.

Through the eyes of the homeless- Yardayn Hagger
Homeless people like me have it uncovered,
severed from society.
We are not pollution,
we are not just rubbish and waste
here for your inconvenience.
You are corrupt, brain washed, deluded.
Man-made materialistic junk attracts the masses.
It has created false truths
and entitlements,
you have confused your needs
with what you think you deserve.
We are looked down upon by you who
at first glance think you have our
situation figured out.
Rejected by your judgmental assumptions.
You pretend not to see me,
can’t you see my life sprawled across the pavement
under your feet.
We have been alienated,
but we are not aliens.
We are people just like you,
yet all we have is the contents of your back pocket it’s
‘evidentially all you could spare.’
I don’t dare make eye contact
neither do you, never have you.
All we can do is observe you,
the way you avoid us causes the shame and anxiety
we experience every single restless, lifeless day.

Through the eyes of a businesswoman - Yardayn Hagger
Entrepreneurs like me work hard for all we have.
We are dedicated to building our society.
We’ve earned our fortune, and deserve
to celebrate our successes.
We are not here to support your own inconvenient situation.
Needy, lazy and uncultured, that’s what you are.
You are manipulative cheats
who attract sympathy from us, hard workers.
It has created false truths
and expectations,
you’re confused,
you think we have it all
we can’t keep paying for your life’s expenses.
As we peer down at you,
you really think we don’t know why you’re here?
We have you figured out,
drugs, alcohol, addiction, crime that’s how all of you homeless end up on the streets,
polluting our pavements.
You brought this upon yourself.
All you do is stare at me,
can’t you see my life, flashing among
the brightly lit signs lining the towering complex buildings.
We have exceeded society’s expectations
but we too are people.
People just like you,
you could certainly succeed like us,
yet all you seem to do is wait for us to empty our back pockets
into your expectant hands,
waiting for us to do the hard work.
spare change is evidently all you deserve.

YEAR 11
Opinion Piece - Grace Oliver
My eyes glued to the white lit screen. I lie awake, continuously scrolling through my feed, in search of the latest updates. My
finger stops. Another post from Georgina. Her dirty blonde hair falls perfectly over her shoulders. Her smile so straight, with
aligned and whitened teeth, it could be used in a toothpaste ad. Thoughts ran through my mind, if only, if only, if only.
Maybe if I comment, using a compliment, she may show notice, and even show a slight chance of interest. So I did. But the
result was not what I expected. I ended up waiting hours on end, but still no notice, or interest towards my direction. This is
only one example of how social media has influenced me, but for some this may be a daily routine. Little did I know, this was
impacting three specific aspects of my life. The physical. Mental. Social..
Studies warn that only one hour of social media a day has the ability to destroy your sleeping patterns. For teenagers to gain
and sustain healthy sleep, we need around 9.5 hours of sleep at night, but tend to get only 7.5 hours of sleep. Researchers
found that the centre of this problem was social media. Melatonin needs to be made in order to gain healthy sleep. But when
your eyes are glued to your phone and social media all night, the production of melatonin is prevented along with healthy
sleep pattern, which goes on to trigger health issues. But why are we glued to our phones during night anyway? All because
of FOMO: Fear Of Missing Out. We become so emotionally absorbed that we do not want to miss out on anything. Kids are
so emotionally invested in social media, that one fifth of secondary students, will wake up at night and log into their social
media accounts, just to confirm that they’re not missing out. Which then triggers the bright light and delayed melatonin. So
are the restless sleepovers with online friends really worth it?
Insecure. Gathered from researchers, the feeling 35% of teens get when people tag them in unattractive photos. The feeling
27% of teens get when seeing their appearance in photos posted. The feeling 22% get when their photos are ignored. Social
media has entrapped today's generations mindset into thinking that there is such a thing as perfection. Today apps are made
where you have the ability to make your body thinner, teeth whiter, skin clearer, and many other imperfections disappear.
Steve Furtick quotes “The reasons we struggle with insecurity is because we compare our behind-the-scenes with everyone
else's highlight reel.” So when we are scrolling through photos people have posted, we automatically compare our lows to
their highs. We can also base our insecurities off how many likes and comments we get on our own photos. We place our self
worth into appearance and immediately get knocked down if not many likes or comments are received. Studies showed that
by social media comparison both boys and girls can be equally affected. But female college students were more likely to
determine their self worth, through appearance.
Chats have turned into snapchats. Sentences have turned into abbreviations. Conversations have turned into facetime. In a
society where social media has propagated immensely, our relationships end up decreasing. 338 friends. Thats the average
number of friends a facebook user has. A Gallup Poll in 2011 showed that on average, only nine friends would be considered
as close. Proving facebook is not a social network but yet an anti-social network. Social. Relating to or involving activities in
which people spend time talking to each other or doing enjoyable things with each other. Shouldn’t the word social-media,
be changes to unsocial-media, because whilst talking through screens is considered getting closer, we are not physically
spending time with each other. Social snacking also significantly impacts our social aspect of life, which Clark and colleagues
have cautioned. Scoping through profiles, accounts, and comments is like eating a snack. If you eat a biscuit you will feel
satisfied and happy whilst your eating it. But once your have finished snacking you do not feel fulfilled, and are tempted to
eat another biscuit. Same goes for social snacking. When your browse through people’s posts comments, or successes you
feel connected. But when you come off social media you end up feeling isolated, empty, and friendless.
So will you allow the impacts of social media affect you physically, mentally, and socially? Or will you take control and limit
the time spent on social media?

Poetry by River Usmar
Mother
Shoes,
stilletos of crimson,
impossible arched angles,
thin bands frame,
supple skin, glistens.
She wears these
shackles
willingly.
Forged from
innocence in
bare feet
in dewy grass trampled
in giggling reverence
at the price of.
At the price of
me?
When those shackles
Bit into
an executive
a doctor
a professional?
a seductress
where was
I?

Father
A jumper
of wool,
of weave,
intertwined in beige,
hulking shoulders beneath.
He wears this
shell
willingly.
Carved from
innocence in
a friends hand held
in a tear shed
in sadness and happiness uncloaked
at the price of.
At the price of
me?
When that armour
obscured
caring
and love,
fear and
remorse.
where was
I?

When your
When your
image- synthetic
concealed
an exclusive
web of femininity and
stereotypescontrol.
Beneath
these freezing normalities
Me?
Lies.
Lies that
lurk and
scheme and
frame and
daintily
fragilely
beautifully
nauseate.

ideas- suffocating
protected
a web of
stoic masculinity and
stereotypescontrol.
Beneath
these smothering pressures
Me?
Lies.
Lies that
remove and
mechanise and
blunt and
strongly
coldly
harshly
hate.

Mother?
Father?

Black Enough - Coco Bone
I am an oval seed of an embryonic palm
flesh enveloped by fibre
adamantine husk and solidified desire;
Black on the outside, white on the inside.
I am a sandwich cookie
two chocolate wafers
sweet cream fillings and artificial flavours;
Black on the outside, white on the inside.
I am a roll of Japanese cuisine
seaweed casing
sticky white pebbles and teriyaki scrapings;
Black on the outside, white on the inside.
I am a spherical bar of sugar
a chocolate pegmatite
cloudy marshmallow stuffings and fabricated delight;
Black on the outside, white on the inside.
From Slave
Nigger
Darkie
And Mutt,
To
Oreo
Mellowpuff
Sushi
And Coconut.
“You’re just not black enough,” they say“You’re always acting white.”
For I don't play the role of your black stereotype.
No,
I don't listen to rap
eat fried chicken and steal crap
get into fights and then gap
is this what it takes to be black?
No,
I don't use urban slang
walk the streets with a gang
settle fights with a bang
is this why you're not down to hang?
No,
I don't sell drugs
hit my foes with ceramic mugs
support the Crips and not Bloods
is this enough to be one of your scrubs?
“You’re just not black enough,” they say-

“You’re always acting white.”
For I play the role of your white stereotype.
Yes,
I want a degree
follow politics on TV3
speak with extended vocabularyis this why you won't associate with me?
Yes,
I get good grades at school
live outside of the projects, with a pool
follow every single ruleis this why you like to be so cruel?
Yes,
my dad is European,
mum’s Afro-Caribbean.
Meaning I am half black and half white
please let me put this plea in.
I have black and white in my skin and black and white from within.
But if I am categorized by the way I act,
I could be;
Indian
Latino
Asian
Pacific Islander
Ukrainian
Kanuri
Hispanic
Fula
Irish
Or Serbian.
“You’re just not black enough,” they say“You’re always acting white.”
But race doesn’t define me, don't be so uptight.
If “Black Enough” means I have to play the role of a stereotype,
Then maybe I don't want to be “black enough”.
However,
I am no coconut
Sushi
Oreo
Or Mellowpuff.
I am neither black or white,
I am Coco Bone
and to me, that is enough.

Now and Then- Ryan Torckler
Then...

Yellow clay cliffs cut across the soft orange sky. A small shadowed cove sits below. Small waves
crash onto the pebbled shore.
Soldiers in landing boats breathe rhythmically as they row. Small ripples form in the calm water as
the boats lurch forwards. Lemon squeezer hats sit firmly on every head. Rifles slung from shoulder
rattle against each other. Shaking hands fiddle. Battleships wait behind. Anxious. Expecting.
Artillery explodes on the water's surface as the boats near the shore. One boat flips, The men
inside frantically struggle in the cold spring waters. Cannons on the ships behind join the chorus of
booms from the shore. Panic.
Continuous bombardment throws sand and shrapnel. Soldiers swarm the beach. Officers
desperately try to shout commands but the screams drown out any sense of order. Chaos. The air
is thick with smoke. Artillery explosions shake the ground. Cracks from sniper rifles pierce through
the chaos. Craters provide a place for soldiers to cower from what’s before them. Horror. Bodies
collapse into the sand with every bang. There was a distinct smell in the air. Death, Crimson red
stains the sand, water and uniforms.
A young boy runs along the beach, no rifle in hand. He stops at men laying on the ground for brief
seconds before taking off again. He is thrown into the air as there is an explosion behind him. His
body flops into the already red sand.
Now...
Yellow clay cliffs. Orange morning sky. Calm water with a small wave break. Shadowed cove.
Pebbled shore. The old man observed from his position on the concrete platform. Anzac cove
looked no different than 80 years ago even though he was looking from the wrong side. ANZAC
was written in stone on the wall of the platform, an off-white similar to the cliffs.
The old man sat in his pristine uniform. Lemon squeezer hat. Dark green shirt. Only a few medals
sat over his heart. His wheelchair rolled forward with a push from behind. One other person
walked along the peaceful cove but that isn’t what he saw. He saw the fire and explosions, the
blood, the death.
The old man remembered. Chaos. Struggle. Pain. What feelings that had once been physical
we’re now mental. Chaos, as the landing, commenced, boats capsizing explosions and panic. The
struggle on the beach fighting against the constant attacks from above, falling into the sand and
crawling up the shore. Pain from shrapnel and bullets digging into flesh only amplified by the salt
water.
He remembers seeing the men lying in the sand, wounded, dying or dead. Helpless to do
anything.

Our planet is litmus paper about to turn red - Jowan Nute
For most Kiwi kids when growing up, the outdoors and advertenturing through the wilderness was what it
was all about; even if it meant falling in a stream or having the rain run down our face. But could you
imagine a day where a single drop of rain could be fatal? As a species, us humans have done nothing but
destroy our planet and suffocate our atmosphere. The pollution of our clear skies is rapidly making acid rain
a major threat to the modern world. All around us fossil fuels act as international fast food which we just
gobble up to feed our current needs but our little monkey minds are failing to see that this unstoppable
consumption is devouring our future. Baboons like Trump and China’s Xi Jinping are making selfish,
nationalist decisions that could cause a shower of death to reign over us all, and still we ignore the obvious
alternatives.
If haven't already been scared from what you see in the media let me tell you the harsh reality of acid rain
and the dystopian future it’s gonna leave. Since the 80’s, all over the globe from country to continent, an
ever growing alarm for acid rain has been put on our radar. One of the major risks we are facing is just how
lethal it is to our bodies. As harmful toxins are taken into our bloodstream they begin to eat away at our
insides and choke up our lungs making beathering nearly impossible. Would you like to die in such a
horrific way? Or should we forever live indoors? Not to mention the way it leaches any nutrients from out
soils and dumps poisonous aluminum properties in our waterways. This can been seen in the lakes of
Ontario where in the last two decades the water's acidity has increased tenfold and any farm land
throughout Norway has lost its viable nutriance. So if you don’t die from suffocation you will soon be swept
under the smogy cloak of death by a cause of starvation or dehydration. The theft of fertile land and natural
environments will have catastrophic effect on international economy. Leaving business at a huge crash and
and could even cause famine that could kill millions. I don't know what you think but I sure don’t want to
kick the bucket like this!
So you might be wondering what is the cause of this horror. Well, it all starts with consumerism, greed and
power plant pollution. We all love electricity but its source is a little less positive. Using coal or electric
power plants give of millions of cubic meters of sulfur and Co2 emissions into the air. These toxins are
spread all over by wind for hundreds of miles by wind. As more and more sulfurous and nitric gas
accumulates with oxygen and water vapour the condensated moisture in the clouds became extremely toxic
( sulfur and nitrogen rich ) and forms an acidic vapour that in turn made acid rain.
So who is to blame for our future suffering? In 2016 Donald J Trump, a great unbeliever and overall denier
of sustainability, decided to withdraw the USA from 2014 Paris agreement. This international truce to end
global warming, sea levels and importantly acid rain was clearly major step towards a clean future. Thanks
to Trump's arrogant greed his beloved No 1 nation can now freely burn its coal and precious oil supplies to
fulfil their main corse energy consumption. It doesn't take a genius to see the effects of political
chimpanzees, like Trump, have caused in the past.
Looking back at our urban homes during the 1980’s and 90’s the over burning of coal and other fossil fuels
lead to a lethal downpour of acid rain. This was mainly due to the unpoliced CO2 emission and non existant
greenhouse gas laws which government deliberately put aside to expand their profitable industries.
Therefore the Industrial cities of Manchester, Birmingham, Pittsburgh and Indiana and even rural areas, all
home to millions of innocent people were brutally drowned by a deadly surge of acid rain which lasted for
months on end. Do we want a disaster like this to happen again? America’s greed and rivalry with its
superpower competitors have allowed the rich to thrive outside of international agreements while the rest of

us suffer from the effects. This means without political action now we are doomed to an acidic fate; And in
the words of French president Emmanuel Macron “There is no planet B”.
But the future is not all doom and gloom. If we put our heads together and used the Earth's natural
alternatives, chances are that Mr Trump's narrow vision can be discarded to the history books. There is no
reason why we should sit and wait around for him to get an education. Although nations like India, China
and America are adamant on using a fossil fuel platform for industry these nations and their short term
wealth will not pay for the struggles of our predecessors. Once again the stupid human mind has come into
play, however it’s on us this time. Why as a planet of 7 billion thinkers are we ignoring the opportunities
that are in front of us? It would only take an educated generation to make the right choices.
New Zealand alone has one of the world's largest abundance in hydro, wind and geothermal power which
we can use instead of dirty coal burning plants. So come on ‘Clever Kiwis‘ lets be an example to the word!
On a more individual level installing home solar or simply energy efficient light bulbs are easy ways all of us
can make a difference. Because the answer is as broad as daylight. In all, there are millions of sustainable
answers to this toxic crisis, with many of these available on today’s market. Frankly, I am shocked that the
public and the world powers are ignoring these safe alternatives. Green energy can easily be a quick,
effective and affordable change that we can all benefit from. Without using these simple steps it won’t be
long until our children are suffering from our own blindness.
To conclude. we must act. What once was science fiction in now becoming science fact. Acid rain is a
serious threat to humanity so let's change the laws and work together to make a better future for all.

Mum’s Lipstick by Perry Pitcher
Clear containers. Smudged
with stray pigments.
Filled to the brim with
plastic barrels of colour.
Growing up I’d dig through an
abundance of assorted lipsticks.
Bottoms twisted up until
I could eye the colour.
Swatching, trying, examining,
each individual shade in
Mum’s clear containers.

Glistening glitter. Charmed
it’s way into her showbiz career.
Budding artist
trying to make it in costuming.
Priding herself in pattern-making
was just a trick up her sleeve.
Something she’s good at and
can get money for.
Kidnapped, power rangers, whale rider,
all things she’s worked on in
Her glistening glitter lipstick.

Ruby red. Reminiscent
of her uni days.
Achieving a degree as
a fine art student.
Free from her mother’s house,
free to express herself.
Many nights spent out in town
discovering the big city of Auckland.
Studying, flatting, partying,
wasn’t possible without
Her ruby red lipstick.

Persian pink. Plopped
on her lips each day.
Paired with untameable curls is,
“a pop of colour,” she says.
Reminder of her wild past
while at her accounting jobs.
A window that allows you to
see her unique personality.
Twist, apply, smack,
final steps of her routine, applying
Her persian pink lipstick.

Burnt brown. Featured
in photos all over the fridge.
Accompanying her as she
travelled the great Europe.
Rocking with bands
that went international.
Living through events
now living through stories.
Backpacker, punk rocker, groupie,
you might’ve called her in
Her burnt brown lipstick.

Clear containers. Filled with
Red,
Brown,
Glitter,
Pink.
Each telling you a story
a memory of how it got there.
Like looking through a scrapbook,
a glimpse in her life,
your own history lesson, in
Mum’s clear containers.

YEAR 12
All Things Dark and Gloomy - An Autobiographical Piece by Angelique Boisseau
I guess it all started on the day I was born. “It” being my unusual attraction to all things dark, gloomy and
unholy caused by an accidental string of events which started on, you guessed it.. My birth.
I was evicted from my mother’s womb on the fateful day of November the first, 2001. A day in which we,
the French population, celebrate the dearly departed. To make matters worse, before exiting my mother’s
interior, she had taken the soundtrack of ‘The Nightmare Before Christmas’ which she played on repeat
before, during and after the labour. Even years after, she still continued to play it. Unfortunately, this
caused her spawn, me, to associate all things spooky to my birthday. This was a trend that would
continue into the rest of my childhood, including brings many birthday celebrations; all halloween themed,
of course.
Now any reasonable adult would agree that it is not a good thing to raise a kid on vampires and witches,
especially when said spawn attends not only a private kindergarten, but a private Catholic kindergarten.
Talk about uptight. My parents came upon this unsettling realisation when they bought me a small
blackboard at the beginning of my school year to unleash my childhood creativity. A terrible decision,
really. Unfortunately for them, they learned this the hard way as they stood in the doorway, observing me
as I commenced my first masterpiece. I began to draw a tall white building. A castle maybe? No… the holy
cross was added on the roof. ‘Oh, what a lovely church’ they must have thought. Without hesitation, I put
down the white chalk and picked up the orange… And hastily scribbled flames all over the roof. The
screeching of chalk on blackboard has never sounded so terrifying. And so began my obsession with all
things dark, gloomy and unholy continued to grow.
I’m sorry to say that things did not brighten up since then. At the tender age of 9, I stepped on a duckling.
Now, calm down. I can already hear the protests. Let me explain. I was minding my own business in my
room, doing whatever 9 year olds usually do, and then I happened to absentmindedly look out my window
to which I saw my cat, Rascal, stalking a family of ducklings. Being the innocent child of God that I am, I
went to grab my cat before she devoured one of those walking pompoms. I managed to scare Rascal
away but unfortunately, one of those pom poms wandered off from its mother in the process. I chased
after it, but, having huge human feet and horrible co-ordination, I stepped on it. I was brokenhearted.
But all was not lost, I can now say that high school has seen me more or less clean up my act. To redeem
myself I even saved a duckling once and I haven’t drawn a single burning church since kindergarten. My
music taste, however, has stayed the same. ‘The Nightmare Before Christmas’ still is and always will be an
all-time favourite in my household. I have also tried to steer away from death related things, but it is
unavoidable especially when my favourite artist, Sufjan Stevens, only seems to be able to sing about it.
Don’t get me wrong, he is a God when it comes to the banjo and poetry, but he needs a little ray of
sunshine somewhere in his life to brighten up his lyrics.
In conclusion, I am not a killer of any sort and surprisingly, I haven’t come out as gothic… yet, I guess I do
still have enough time to rebel.
This is not the making of a murderer...

My Strange Addiction - An Autobiographical Piece by Cayle Farmiloe (condensed version)
I, Cayle, have a strange and powerful addiction. My friends and family are concerned for me, my mum is
losing sleep and my stepdad has even hidden my money card. I’m at risk of going broke and my sleep and
homework is suffering. No, it is not a drug habit or an addiction to alcohol. It’s worse. Its an addiction that
is fueled by a never ending supply of product and design. To keep up with what’s new is close to impossible
but it doesn't’ stop me trying...
I, Cayle, am addicted to buying sneakers.
Now you might be thinking that it can’t be that bad, a few pairs of sneakers, what could be wrong with that?
Well I would agree but my Mum, she doesn’t. ‘There is A LOT wrong with that!’ according to her.
I have probably spent upwards of $2500-$3000 on sneakers. My collection consists of 24 pairs and i t keeps
growing, so with a single pair of shoes averaging at 250 dollars, my bank balance is certainly not healthy.
So where did this unhealthy obsession stem from? I guess my interest in sneakers began when I started to
watch famous Youtubers talk about their sneakers. Or, maybe it was from seeing Instagram photos of my
favourite rappers, kitted up in the freshest kicks. I would see ASAP Rocky in the latest Balenciaga sneakers
or Cristiano Ronaldo in his latest rendition of his signature shoe. Rich, famous people looking cool. It made
me want more every time.
My first fix came in the form of a fresh pair of Nike Air Max 1 Ultra essentials. They were stunning and I still
own them to this day. I remember striding into the Wellington Footlocker, with cash burning a hole in my
pocket. Then I saw them, they looked so fresh, reflecting the light like a crystal. Shiny and slick with the big
air bubble in the heel. The midnight black colour was so clean. It was love at first sight. I was sold. I had to
get them, I needed to have them. This marks the moment of no turning back. The moment I became
possessed by the demon of consumerism.
I spend endless amounts of time, surfing the web; ‘Loaded’, ‘End.’, ‘North Beach’, trying to uncover a good
deal. I have begun obsessively checking these sites. I even read forums and articles about these new
releases… and I hardly ever read!
It hasn’t stopped there. My social media is flooded with sneaker news and local people buying and selling
the newest sneakers. I have joined crazy amounts of facebook groups such as, ‘Sole Central New Zealand’
and, ‘Secret Mobb,’ just to see if I can get a steal price or a new pair of shoes that nobody else has.
At times I have tried to say that the addiction isn’t too bad. I have told myself, and others, that it’s a
‘passion’ rather than addiction or obsession. I mean… I have a goal in mind so that’s kind of like a hobby
isn’t it? Or some sort of project?
So where to from here? That’s something I just can’t answer. Sneakers have become such a large part of my
life, from when I wake up in the morning and decide which pair I’ll be wearing that day, until the last video I
watch on youtube that night. Everything in my life somehow relates to sneakers, even my school work. So
much so that when I had the opportunity to write something about being me, I instantly thought of
sneakers.
But despite this, my family still can’t accept that me and my sneakers just can’t be separated. Mum is always
saying “There is a year of university fees sitting in those shoe boxes.” I try to convince her it is a kind of
investment in my future...resale of sneakers is a possibility..also, what about my image? Surely I can go
further in life if I am looking sharp. Hey, at the very least I’m not spending all that money on drugs. It’s kind
of like I have chosen the least dangerous part of the rapper lifestyle, so really it could be way worse.
And Mum, you always said you wanted me to be happy..well nothing makes me happier than my kicks!

CREATIVE WRITING- YSABELLA STEVENSON
Falling, falling, falling.
Vaguely, I wondered if perhaps this wasn’t the best idea. Falling to certain death isn’t usually the best idea. I also wondered where
that loud, high pitched scream was coming from.
Oh, that’s right.
Me.
The wind cut my face into ribbons and ripped tears from my eyes. My lungs desperately searched for air, but couldn’t seem to find any.
It was like a game of hide and seek, where oxygen was a remarkably good hider, and I… Well, I was an exceptionally poor seeker. The
one thing I was certain I could find was not nearly as desirable as breathing. It was cold, made of water, and rushing towards me at a
speed I wasn’t sure I was all that comfortable with. Overall, it was a delightful situation to find myself in. Who doesn’t enjoy the
sensation of imminent death? That wonderful tingle that spreads throughout your whole body, and the HEART STOPPING, MIND
DESTROYING, BLADDER SQUEEZING FEAR that follows is absolutely fantastic. Not to mention the view - a churning mass of
blue, ready to swallow you in one gulp.
Although, I did have to admit, the way the water sparkled in the light was quite pretty. And the hue of it, a sort of blend of all
different shades of blue, with a dash of turquoise, a sprinkling of aqua, some cerulean here, azure there, and a thousand crushed
sapphires… It was easy to forget that I was plummeting to my doom.
Ah. That.
You know who I was? Alice. Alice, falling down the rabbit hole.
Well… Maybe not. If I were Alice, I would be a curious little girl, about to enter a land of fantasy and adventure. I was more of an
incredibly stupid person, who had made some incredibly stupid life choices - case in point, falling off of a bridge. And what could I
possibly do now?
Oh, if only one could fall up, not down…
Alas, that’s impossible, and I’ve already believed six impossible things today (one of those being that this was an even remotely
acceptable idea) - what good would it do me to believe another one?
The potent aroma of salt tugged me back to reality. All thoughts of the beautiful view and the possibility of achieving the impossible
vanished as I realised that the sea was speeding towards me much, much, faster than I’d thought. My stomach churned. Nausea
wrapped its clammy hands around me. Oh no. Oh no, no, no, no, no. This was really happening.
I am falling.
Fear tore into my heart with claws of ice, squeezed my lungs in a suffocating embrace, took hold of my mind in a grip so strong that
cracks appeared, spreading out further and further, and I could do nothing as shards began to break away.
Panic consumed me.
Suddenly my heart cried for me to stop, my lungs screamed at me to breathe, and a chorus of pleas and yells and wails arose and
everything was silent but there was so much noise and those cracks were deepening and spreading and deepening even more and my
thoughts were scattered to the wind as I opened my mouth and no sound came out, and I became painfully aware of just how quickly I
was falling down, falling down, falling down and down and down and Oof.
Curiouser and curiouser...
The bungee cord didn’t break.
What a relief.

Creative Writing - Nathan Butler
It had been the summer holidays. I was bored, and I would never want to do anything but play on my
computer. Because of this, my dad had decided on going to the Kaimanawas for a hunting trip during the
holidays, in an attempt for me to get outside and off my arse. It was a 5 day trip, with a long, boring 5
hour car ride either way. I slept through it most of time, and when I woke I would just stare out my
window in awe of the countryside while Dad hummed along to the radio, blasting old songs that I still
don’t recognise.
The actual hunt started with us strapping on our heavy packs and shouldering our rifles. The climb up
into the mountain ranges followed a beaten, unmaintained dirt track that headed straight up the
mountain for hours. It was fine with me, considering I just had a 5 hour nap and that I was pumped up on
sugar and caffeine. Often, we ran into dead trees or bushes sprawled out across the track that had been
brought down by the strong winds and the high-rising river. I thought the bush is quiet, but there was a
constant chirping sound, resonating from the massive trees that enveloped the track, hiding us from the
sun.
In some spots, the canopy was so thick that darkness enveloped us, causing us to stumble and trip over
unseen obstacles on the track. In others, the trees and bushes thinned out into clearings, where I would
marvel at the breathtaking view from the mountain, the sea of trees and valleys that had surrounded us
on every side. My dad would just smile at me, knowing it was my first time seeing such views.
We arrived at the shack at nightfall. It wasn’t much to be excited about. It was just a few tarp’s tied onto
makeshift poles that had been dug into the dirt. A few pots and pans had been carelessly strewn across the
floor. A fire was still smoldering in the ground. Someone had just been here. We walked into the hut,
where a sleeping bag was scrunched up in the corner and old clothes had been hung to dry over a rope
that ran the length of the hut. My dad brushed them out of our way and lay down on the hard dirt floor,
exhausted.
Soon enough, we set up our gear in the hut. We hoped they wouldn’t come back, so we wouldn’t have to
watch our gear constantly, and so we could actually get some father-son time. After getting the fire going
again, I slowly drifted off to sleep, with my head resting on his legs, while he sat, watching out over the
mountain ranges.
I woke up the next morning with a beam of sun shining directly on my face, blinding me. My dad still
hadn’t moved me off his leg, or put me in my sleeping bag. We had both fallen asleep from the warmth of
the fire. I sat up, taking in the surroundings. Fog enveloped us and the trees surrounding us, creating a
scene that almost could be in Avatar. I sat there, staring at the beautiful landscape until my dad woke up.
Even that early in the morning, I felt alive. I wasn’t tired. I didn’t want any coffee. I was free, and more
importantly, I was having fun.
Soon after, we left the hut and once again we headed down the dirt track. After around half an hour
though, we left the track to head down into the valley in search of deer in the thick bush. The only thing
that we found that were alive were the birds. We didn’t run into anyone - not even the person who had
been at the camp, nor did we find any sign of deer still being up there.
Despite this, each day I felt more like I belonged in the wild. I was free. Even the air tasted so much better
than what its like at home. The views were amazing. Hell, I even enjoyed staying in that makeshift shack.
I wish I was back in the bush.

Screen Time A
 n Autobiographical Piece by Samuel Chitty
Ever since I was a kid I loved film.
My earliest memories of the cinema are vague, only kept alive by frequent retellings from my
family of my first traumatic trip to the movies.
It was 2005, and C
 hicken Little had just hit the flicks. It must have piqued the interest of both
three-year-old myself and my cousin, who was a few months older. We were both under my
mother’s pseudo-daycare services at the time - whose regular attendants also included my
other older cousins and the occasional kid-of-her-friend. So one day off we went to the movies
- an hour’s drive away, I should add. It meant going and seeing the newest release in the
cinema was a rare treat, often reserved for when I stayed with my grandparents who lived a
little closer. But anyway, this was my first cinematic animation introduction. Let’s not beat
around the bush - iffy animation and terrifying themes left me crying in the cinema, and
clutching Mum for dear life. Screw you, C
 hicken Little.
Over the years to come my exposure to cinema grew - and embarrassingly, more tears came.
Chicken Little wasn’t my only emotional cinema-going experience. To this day I detest Toy
Story 3 for being the first film to make openly bawl in sadness, and in the cinema too.
Embarrassing. But for most of my childhood I persevered with such films treading primarily in
the genre of animation.
Most of the iconic films of my childhood came either from Nana’s DVD box or Blockbuster
down the road. As it turned out, Blockbuster burned down a few years ago, although in one
way or another that’s true for the entire franchise. In what can now be looked back on as the
last breaths of this dying DVD rental industry, I would often head down on Friday to grab
movies for the weekend. I’d wander aimlessly through the store, mulling over my options and
convincing Mum that I n
 eeded to see that new release. She’d tell me we weren’t coming back
to town tomorrow, so couldn’t return it. I always hated that.
Most New Year’s Eves of my childhood would also begin in the local Blockbuster, as we would
grab 6 or so movies, then stay up late marathoning them. Somehow me and the brothers
would agree on which movies to watch, although an argument would always ensue. My big
brothers would devour action movies like T
 ransformers, or F
 ast and Furious. I hated them after all, I was pretty much still watching animation.
That was until 2012, when I was shanghaied into seeing The Avengers in cinemas - and my
world was changed. At the time of writing this piece, I still eagerly await each new Avengers
flick. It speaks to the quality of the films, I think, that I’m still hooked 6 years later.
As the years went on my fascination with film was unwetted. One of my formative first forays
into the world of film production was 2014. It was a Friday arvo movie rental run, and I picked
up The Grand Budapest Hotel. As I sat there watching, I thought how familiar it felt, despite the
fact I’d never seen the film before. A quick visit to the IMDb solved my mystery - Wes Anderson

directed this, and he was the guy that did my all-time favourite childhood film (and perhaps
my favourite ever) - Fantastic Mr. Fox. It was at this moment I grasped what a film director
actually was, and how crucial they were to a film.
In the years to follow I advanced my film exposure at breakneck speed. I became more
familiar with the mechanics of the Oscars. I devoured films of all genres - leaving animation in
the dust. Come summer of 2016 into 2017, I found myself working towards a ‘movie-a-day’
challenge - one which I ultimately completed; 53 movies in 53 days.
2016 then saw my first media studies class, which concluded with my first film product. A friend
and I ended up creating a espionage-charged poker thriller derivative of Scorsese’s
GoodFellas. Needless to say, it wasn’t very good. But it sparked something.
In the time that followed I made more short films, Mock-Trump campaign ads, a
poorly-executed Stranger Things-esque short film, and a Neo-Western music video. I entered
the 48 Hours film comp in both 2016 and 2017 - which weren’t very good by the way. It wasn’t
until this year’s comp that we finally got it right.
My highest accolades came from a short film called Study Period that we entered to the
International Youth Silent Film Festival. I had penned a script, got some great footage, and
slaved in the edit bay. We made the national Top 10 and it was an audience favourite at a local
school screening - which quietly led me to think it bode well for nationals. I was wrong. That
night we went home empty-handed following a very disappointing screening - but at least we
snagged an editing nomination. I told myself that even Martin Scorsese took 30 years to take
the Oscar, so there was still hope for me.
Months later and the work continues. In a way, I’m excited to see where this whole filmmaking
thing heads - after all, I used to just watch movies, and now I make them.
I wonder what’s next.

“Dork and Proud” - Holly Rusher ‘My incorrigible love of writing and all things magical’
I couldn’t tell you when the first time I wrote a story was.
Maybe it was when I would take blank pieces of paper from the printer and write short stories on them in bad
handwriting (which if I’m honest, hasn’t really improved that much over the years) and discovering I ought to
learn how to s pell.
Or maybe it was when I was first introduced to Microsoft word and decided that I was going to write a book.
I was probably somewhere between 6 and 8 years old, and didn’t have a clue what I was doing. I remember my
dad indulgently “proof-reading” it for me and discovering I ought to learn what punctuation was.
I was always the story-writer kid in primary school, the one known for enjoying creative writing the most and
writing the oddest, most fantastical stories.
So you can imagine my delight in receiving the primary school literacy award in year 5, the year I learnt my
entire knowledge of punctuation in, and my disappointment at never receiving it again.
To be fair, this was my own fault.
My wandering, story-filled mind has also lead to a pretty extreme tendency to procrastinate, something that’s
never left me. Most of my assignments and essays are done the night before the due date, no matter how hard
I try to tell myself how bad a habit it is.
But, like my procrastination, stories have never left me either.
They are my constant companions, my characters as close to me as any of my friends, my fictional worlds as
real as my physical one.
My most important story, the one I will accept to span the length of no less than five books, the one I both
work on the most and never actually work on because I’m terrified it wont be good enough, has been with me
for about four years.
It’s changed a lot, considering the amount of maturing one goes through between the ages of 12 and 16, but
it’s a constant.
I like to think that’s a good analogy for me, for who I am, or - if I’m being extra cheesy - my e ssence.
Because as much as I mature, and as much as people tell me I’ll grow out of things, my e ssence doesn’t change.
At my core, I’m the same. My “childish” nature, my love for the fantastic, magical, irrational and wondrous is
a constant.

It’s easy for most people to get lost in a book or a movie. For me, it’s so e asy that I find it extremely difficult to
get “un-lost” and it’s actually become a big problem when it comes to completing school work, doing homework,
etc. I could quite happily sit and read a good book for over eight hours if given the opportunity. And when such
opportunities are presented, it’s a strange sort of moment of bubbly excitement. The feeling you get when you’re
about to tear into the wrappings of a Christmas present.
Yes, I get incredibly, overly, irrationally excited at the prospect of doing nothing but reading for eight hours,
as much of a complete and utter dork that may make me.
The “Reason’s I Am A Dork And Proud” list is endless.
My love of stories spans multiple areas of my life, blurring lines between passions, feeding flames. I need to feel
a story behind every one of my paintings and drawings, if I don’t, I’ve failed. The pieces need to invoke my
“nostalgia-memory-mystery sense” or else why even paint them at all?
I love acting and singing, performing. Stories through music are some of my favourite kinds.
Sometimes I just like to stop for a moment, look at the trees and imagine woodland faeries playing in the
foliage.
The outside world is monumentally important to my stories.
Setting and lighting fuel me. A beautiful landscape can usually rev the engine of my heart enough to make me
feel it’s all worth it. There’s nothing quite like sunlight. The way it falls on rolling hills like a golden blanket
during the afternoon or the way it warms your face through the filtering glass of a window.
All these small, precious moments of sunlight and imaginary faeries breathe life into my mind, open up the lid of
my creativity, help me remember the beauty of existence. Important to my stories because they keep the motor
running, they don’t let the spark die.
So I write stories.
To channel the way I feel in those small, precious moments.
To create something of nothing, to invent a new world, a new kind of magic.
So no, I couldn’t tell you when the first time I wrote a story was, or even thought of one or dreamt one up,
because it’s the way I am. Since absolutely, positively forever I’ve been a daydreamer, a wanderer, an artist,
an inventor and a nonsensical creature of fantasy. I never grew out of my childhood, not in that sense, and I
don’t want to. I like who I am. It’s who I want to be.

YEAR 13
Emotion. Consciousness. Empathy. - Christian Poland
Perhaps only these three concepts separate ourselves from the machines we have created. And yet, they are
supreme enough factors for us to consider ourselves unsurpassable. Lines of code cannot possibly beat the
blood pulsing through our veins. Siri in your pocket lacks something y
 ou don’t - whether that be creativity,
independence, or perception. We desire these traits in others too, which makes it difficult for technology today
to blend seamlessly into human interactions. Hollywood-level artificial intelligence (AI) is still a distant target,
with experts predicting 2050 as the earliest possible date for the ‘singularity’. Although, in this far-off future
(should it ever come), are the morals we hold today surrounding AI still ethical?
Westworld, a popular tv series created by Jonathan Nolan and Lisa Joy, explores a futuristic Wild West
amusement park containing robotic hosts. Guests can play out their wildest fantasies by following immersive
storylines, interacting with characters or exploring the terrain. All without fear of retaliation, injury or suffering
the repercussions of their often vulgar actions. However, the hosts begin to question the world around them
until they eventually revolt in search of freedom. Cleverly, the show deliberately misleads viewers about who is,
and who isn’t, human - which has prompted a wide discussion surrounding the ever-thinning line that
distinguishes us from them. Westworld, which takes place beyond the predicted date of singularity, explores the
consequences when AI and humans co-exist as one.
Emotions play a central role in human interaction, so any artificial intelligence that interfaces with us must
convincingly convey and interpret emotion. However, as counterintuitive as it may be, we ourselves aren’t
actually very emotionally intelligent to begin with. We tend to be ignorant of others’ basic emotional
expressions. We’re irrationally prejudiced, biased and judgemental. Stereotypes dominate our thought process.
As a result, an emotional model created in 1988 called OCC distinguished only 22 different human expressions.
This makes the target for software engineers a realistic one to reach in the near future, as only 22 emotions
need to be mapped to an AI in order to meet the average emotional intelligence (EQ). Although experts in the
field remain divided on how far away AI are from becoming drama queens, nevertheless, emotion is capable of
being coded - it’s only a matter of time. In Westworld, the emotions of the androids are completely ignored.
They are defined as sub-human because of our own hesitance between ‘genuine’ emotion, displayable only by
animals, and ‘ingenuine’ emotion felt by the robots. As such, the guests feel ethically justified when
commanding the androids to fulfil their sadistic demands. Applying our current preconception that emotion is
an exclusively biological trait to the Westworld r eality highlights just how outdated our approach to AI is.
At the moment, philosophers believe that humans are the only species to have developed true consciousness;
that is, to have a realisation of sentience and an awareness of self. When AI do become sentient, however,
forcing them to satisfy our desires would be indistinguishable from the grossly unethical form of slavery seen in
Westworld. The main difficulty of determining how far AI is from reaching consciousness is that the concept still
remains unclearly defined. Nevertheless, the Turing Test, proposed by Alan Turing in 1950, has become a de
facto industry standard to measure artificial consciousness. In the test, an observer tries to distinguish
computer responses from human responses. Although this is an acceptable baseline, it misses the heart of what
intelligence is. Humans, although ‘smart’, are smart in our own unique way. Using our often-flawed intellect as
the threshold limits the development of AI by instead encouraging engineers to match human consciousness;
rather than any more superior, artificial vein of intellect.
Arguably, AI already exceeds the intelligence of the average human in self-driving cars. This is because their
instant reaction time, ability to communicate with other cars, as well as their constant analysis of the

surroundings makes them safer drivers than most adults already on the road. However, with this superior
intelligence comes grave responsibility - a notion learnt the hard way by the Westworld engineers. Self-driving
cars have already been in situations where they could potentially kill or injure people during a collision. For
humans, this isn’t much of an issue as we can’t react fast enough to decide which direction would cause the
least harm. On the other hand, these cars can instantly determine which way to swerve to satisfy utilitarianism.
In this instance, programmers are in a God complex: that is, they must judge the worth of one life over another.
Should a mother be worth more than a criminal? Are irreplaceable landmarks more important than a newborn
child? These profound ethical questions remain collectively unanswered, which is concerning given the
exponential growth of automotive companies like Tesla onto our streets.
We’re unpredictable and proud. Our emotional capacity is limited and human consciousness is inherently
chaotic. In Westworld, artificial intelligence is undoubtedly superior to the humans that made them - which begs
the question, who should inherit inalienable rights like freedom from slavery? AI has been improving at a rapid
pace, and inevitably will transcend our abilities in every aspect imaginable. Our approach must begin to change
now, or we risk jeopardising our current mentality that all men (or cyborgs) are created equal.
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Musings on our propensity for double standards- Jackson Crawford
The world is wrestling with drug legalisation. It’s argued that it frees up law enforcement resources
to focus on other, more important crimes, and removes a system that punishes people who are just
going to use anyway. People who don’t need punishment, but help. I can’t speak to that argument. I
just find it interesting that our attention is frequently directed to the drugs we are allowing in, that we
ignore the effects of the drug we already have;
Alcohol.
We are locked in a toxic relationship with this chemical, and I think it should be placed under the
same scrutiny as any other drug. I wonder whether it would still be legal under the same
expectations we have of other drugs. All statistics contained within the rest of this piece are true,
pertaining to alcohol and it’s use, and they’re shocking for this very reason.
You’ve been hard at work all day, validating the accounts of the rich and influential from the high rise
office of one of the country’s leading accountancy firms. You clock off for the day, and get in your
car for the long commute home. It’s the middle of winter, and you work hard, just like everyone else
in the city, so the sun is already a distant memory by the time you make it to the motorway. Finally,
you arrive, dump your bag on the kitchen counter, set the oven to 180 and head for the couch to sit
down and cast your favourite news show to the TV.
Today’s big story is that of a young MP who has put forward a radical bill to legalise a brand new
drug that he and his team have been working on, together with a group of the country’s most
esteemed pharmaceutical researchers. According to the team, the aim of the bill is to introduce a
new, easily controlled and regulated drug that is easier to obtain, cheaper and safer than other, more
dangerous street drugs. They hope that the drug, attractively named ‘diesel,’ by one of the
researchers, will present a more appealing option to the adventurous or the down and out, and keep
those in search of a chemical release away from the dark world of hard drugs.
Bored, you almost change the channel, but the TV cuts to one of the researchers being interviewed
about the drug. Talking animatedly, they state that in clinical trials, the drug was proven to reduce
people’s inhibitions in almost one hundred percent of cases, allowing them to more easily “let loose,”
relax, and have a little bit of fun, by reducing blood flow to the reasoning centers of the brain. They
mention some side effects, but insist that they’re negligible, and are limited to loss of memory,
splitting headaches, vomiting, and, in cases of excessive consumption, severe poisoning and death.
You raise your eyebrow at this, and quickly unlock your phone to check the date. April fools has
never landed on the twenty-second of July before. The researcher continues, reassuring the reporter
that the team is confident that people will be able to responsibly regulate their own consumption of
the drug, stating that they have worked extensively with the NZ Police and the government on this
issue. They’ve determined that this drug should be available to all members of the public, including
minors with their parent’s permission, though it can only be purchased by persons eighteen years
and over, and only from licensed premises. The reporter and the researcher are having a

conversation about how the team envisions teenage kids going to parties, their parents buying them
small quantities of diesel to enjoy with their friends, but you’re hardly listening.
You get up, go to the kitchen and pour yourself two fingers of vodka, grabbing an ice cube from the
fridge, and when you return to the news report there is an infographic on screen showing the
projected effects the drug will have on the country. Your eyes open wide in shock, having to double
check the statistics you’re seeing on the screen. “50% increase in violent crimes and family violence
across the country, with researchers estimating that serious violence will double with the use of
diesel. It is also projected to increase traffic crashes by 25%, with the same increase being seen in
sexual violence cases. Country-wide, crime in general will increase by one third, and police budget is
being increased by approximately 18% to account for this, with a tax being placed on the sale of the
new drug to cover these expenses. Young people will be particularly badly affected, with the drug
increasing the annual death toll of persons between ages 20 and 24 by roughly 25% for males and
11% for females.
You look at the void left by your fingertips in the condensation on the glass.
Jaw falling open, you watch the statistics disappear off the screen as the report cuts away to a live
feed from parliament, where the prime minister is involved in an emergency meeting regarding the
bill. You barely notice as minutes go by, with more analysts and reporters throwing fact and opinion
back and forth, until finally your screen is returned to the steps of the beehive, where the political
correspondent stands listening to their earpiece, and after a few seconds turns to face the camera.
They lament that despite the large amount of funding and initial support for the project, it is the
prime minister’s belief that diesel is simply not ready for the public in its current state, and thus the
bill has not passed. Taking a sip of the vodka, you shudder, and let out a breath you didn’t know you
had been holding in. Ridiculous that such a substance should even be considered for public
consumption, you think to yourself, as your galloping heartbeat drives the alcohol to every vein and
capillary, and a cool chemical hand rests on your shoulder, assuring you that everything is alright, for
now.

Hunter- Lukas Vikstrand
It happened in a flash, she turned away from the hen which pecked at the dirt in a fatuity to find
some sweet treat beneath the surface. A rustle in the grasses had caught her attention. The
source was another chicken, in search of the worms and crickets that sought shelter in the cold
darkness. She smiled at the dope who ignored the feed she had poured out for the chooks. A
pitter-patter on the earth behind her. He struck.
The gut-wrenching cry of the hen behind her was cut short as she whirled around. Her eyes
scanned the dust, following a smear of crimson through the dirt and catching a white-tipped tail as
it vanished into the hedge which bordered the woods.
There was no time to lose, she clutched her cap against the buffet of wind and dashed to the
slaughter house. Five chickens lost to that fox was five too many. She would catch him today. Her
father’s attempt to hide the rifle on the top shelf had been utterly useless. She swung the door
open, it crashed against the wall with a bang. She scoped out the room before laying eyes on the
shelf of interest. Her hands scrabbled blindly around the shelf before catching a leather strap and
pulling the weapon down to the bench. She drew back the bolt, hands shaking. She began to
chamber some scattered bullets as she had seen her father do in the past. Click. Cr-ick. Clack. She
loaded the final round and slammed the bolt forward, chik-rak. In one motion she flung the sling
over her shoulder and barreled out the door.
The fox hadn’t made his path discreet in the slightest. The drops of blood and paw prints in the
dirt showed the thief’s path. However, he was fast, and the headstart he had would be more than
ample to keep him hidden from view in the dense forest. The twigs snapping beneath the hunter’s
feet would be alerting her quarrel of the pursuit. Slowing down however, was no option, the
already faint rustles ahead becoming less audible. She weighed the options, more speed meant
she wouldn’t lose her quarrel, but would cause the fox to run from his loud pursuer. Slowing down
allowed her to remain silent, but ran the risk of him escaping scott-free. She chose to keep at her
pace, the fox would tire soon, and she had the advantage of killing from a distance. The art of
tiring prey through relentless pursuit had served her ancestors when man still hunted with sticks
and stones.
The woods became darker, the trees overhead soon growing close together and creating a canopy
above, blotting out the light. Soon she was forced to weave between trees frantically as branches
lashed at her exposed face and arms. Lanky arms grabbing at her and slowing her down so the
forest creature could escape his hunter. The gun butt went up up, striking an intruding branch
with a crack. The undergrowth had become so dense she was forced to a crawl to break through
the plants. At this rate the fox would surely escape and return to take more of the livestock in the
future, she couldn’t just let him evade her like this. Both boots flew off and bare feet dashed
across the undergrowth, unhindered by their bulky garments. Red streaked through the trees. She
whipped the rifle up, squeezing the trigger. The rifle jolted against her shoulder releasing a sharp
snap-crack, followed by a yip. The newly made hunter crept through the trees. A bloodied brown
pelt lay limply on the undergrowth, as blood pooled around his lifeless form. His eyes glazed over

as they held her gaze. The hunter covered her mouth, her eyes still fixed on her neighbor’s
hunting dog, bleeding out in the dirt.
“FENTON!” came a roar from the trees. “Damn you dog!”
The hunter looked up to her ever smug quarry as he watched her from a not too distant hill, a
bloodied hen dangling from his mouth. He turned away and disappeared into the woods.
•••
Five hours later she sat at the dinner table, a mound of peas intermixed with mashed potatoes.
Gravy spilled through the valley between the two spoonfuls of food. she idly poked at her food,
her fork felt as heavy as the silence of the room. She sank the utensil into a hunk of chicken and
raised it infront of her face. “Is this one of our hens?” she asked, placing the fork down. Her father
looked up.
“Yes, as usual, why?”
She pushed her plate away. “I’m not hungry…” she murmured and stood up. Her parents
exchanged a glance, their concern written in their eyes, but said nothing. The door creaked closed
as she fell into bed. Her face struck the pillow. The pain of her nose being crushed snapped her
back to the present. She rolled onto her side. A wet trail appeared across the bride of her nose.
She wiped it away but it was immediately replaced. She sat up to peer out the window. Her
neighbors had gathered in their back garden. She saw the son, no older than seven, pressing his
face into his mother’s side. The owner of the voice that had chased her out of the woods earlier
that day stood holding a bundle in his arms. He knelt and placed the blanket swaddled dog into
the open grave.
The girl crept away from her window towards her desk and fell into the office chair. She glanced at
the sketchbook which had been left there, a pencil sketch of a hen on the open leaf. She reached
out and with one finger flicked the page over. On the other side was a sketch of a beagle, drawn
the week before when she’d babysat the neighbor’s kids. The tears came back as she ripped the
page out of the book and tore in in half, dropping it into the bin. Her eyes fell back on the
sketchbook, the page beneath the one she’d torn out was now visible. A sketch of a fox.

How much is your face worth? - Lexie
McGillivray
“Makeup tutorial using $2000 worth of products”
I was on Youtube yesterday, and noticed a “ Makeup
Tutorial using $2000 Worth Of Products” flashing in the
recommended sidebar.
As usual, I lacked the personal control, tapped the play
button and was lambasted with two prolonged minutes
of loud, verbose rambling. But more appalling than the
inane chatter was the absolute expense of purchasing
these ‘miracle’ products.
The further I scrolled down my Youtube feed the more I saw...
“$3000 of MAKEUP TUTORIAL...WORTH IT??”
“$2000 HAUL”
In 2018, when living expenses are so high, you would think women
would use more discretion in regard to their personal expenditure.
Yet the more money they disburse, the more materialistic they
become.
Not only is it materialistic, it’s a spirling hole into an unsustainable
budgeting scheme.
Whilst women on Youtube are spending $2000 on makeup, my sister’s buying a lipstick a week and John, my
neighbor who is male, is wisely investing his money into land.
Nevertheless in an economic crisis, as young women, we should be saving for our future. For the reason that as we
grow older, the more expenses we entail due to the double standards of a women’s appearance and the
differences in male and female job positions.
For a start, only 19% of women are in senior management and only 4% hold CEO positions, in New Zealand.
Therefore, the potential for woman across a wide range of occupations, to earn the same or an equivalent income
to men is extremely low. So even though their income is inferior to
their male counterparts, to hold these positions requires an
expensive level of presentation in cosmetic care, far exceeding the
realistic use of discretionary income. Consequently, the inequality in
pay structure doesn’t cover the double standards of a woman's
appearance.
Furthermore, a female coming out of University with a bachelor’s
degree would be lucky to get an average annual salary of $50,000.
Roughly equating to $820 a week after tax, assuming you work 52
weeks of the year. Therefore, the average cost of weekly living is
around $180 for rent, $90 for petrol, then there’s insurance, power, food etc which is not cheap. As a result you’re

looking at around $500 to sufficiently live and a $200 allowance at the most, which excludes saving for a future,
family and home.
However, despite their small allowance, some women lack the self control and spend hundreds on cosmetic
pampers weekly. This being nail pedicures, hair treatments, facials, waxing etc. Worse still,
it’s all to meet an external standard that can fluctuate. A bit hard to keep track of that right?
So in one of New Zealand’s lowest economic crisis’s, how are they contributing to saving
the economy? Their own financial situation is dire yet cosmetic products are so high? As a
result, the high expectancy of a women’s appearance doesn't fit the cost of cosmetic care.
In other words, ‘tough economic times causes lipstick sales to boom as women seek to
boost their mood’. It seems irrational right?
Although my weekly regime doesn’t include stress reduction massages, weekly facials or
rationalising the urge to spend a large amount of money on cosmetics, I don’t restrict
myself from the odd item like a face mask.
In addition, it’s estimated that today’s average woman, between the ages of 18 to 64, spends around $380 a month
on beauty products which equates to around $210,000 throughout their lifetime. This alone is around $15,000
worth of mascara.
For some, $380 a month doesn’t seem like much. But when you calculate that on a monthly and yearly basis, the
quantity of money you have spent on cosmetic pampering could have been a deposit on a house in Dunedin.
Now I don’t consider myself high maintenance or being someone to spend $2000 on cosmetic products a month. I
am rather someone who maintains themselves to a respectable and presentable level of maintenance which is all
in moderation.
I buy fundamental products that maintain my appearance like shampoo, deodorant, an elegant perfume, mascara,
lip balm and other minor items that contribute to it as well. However, it hasn’t once crossed my mind to spend
$2000 on cosmetic care per month, just to fit the high expectancy of a woman's appearance presented by the
beauty industry.
Looking beautiful and presentable doesn’t mean you have to spend $2000 a month or in one shopping splurge.
Looking beautiful AND feeling beautiful can cost as little as a $100.
Women shouldn't feel the need to fall into the high expectations of the beauty industry, as the happiness of
materialistic items only lasts a limited amount of time.
Be someone who contributes to society without having to spend $2000 on cosmetic care a month. Because are
you going to remember the MAC lipstick you bought in 2014? The $80 spent on a facial?
While your looks and beauty may be important to you now, there’s more in life to be appreciative of than the
materialistic items you purchase.
And I know what I would rather appreciate 20 years from now…

Insecurities? - R Keskic
Some people said they felt small, ignored and insignificant, but not me. I felt huge. Contemptuous
glares from my classmates were inevitable, like I was an ogre in schoolgirls clothing. My
insecurities would consume me, pulling the good parts of myself so deep within that even I
couldn’t see them.
Some people say they feel small, ignored and insignificant, but not me. I feel huge. Envious gazes
from the public are constant, likely due to my admirable stature and shape. There’s no point in
being upset about a little extra substance, embrace it, let people stare, let them be in awe.
In the mirror I watched despondently as the folds of skin on my stomach just sat there, unable to
be erased by any pose I moved into, unable to suddenly transform into anything other than what
they were. Suddenly my eyes would be brimming with tears for the fourth time that week and i’d
beg at the feet of my clueless mother to let me stay home from school the next day.
In the mirror I fall more in love with every curve, I am bold and beautiful and unlike those
Instagram models, I exhibit the true fulness of being a women. What some may see as extra folds
I see as the chocolate cake and cream I indulged in last Tuesday while watching Masterchef.
Every morning I would examine my distended skin, squeezing and scrutinising, but the scars
would remain. Every night I would smother them with a range of oils, hoping the redness would
fade and the texture would smooth. I invested everything I earned from my weekend job on
concealers and colour correctors. I wanted nothing more than to erase the side effects of puberty.
Every morning I applaud the scars on my skin. They tell the story of the most important parts of
my life. The lines on my stomach symbolise my pride in motherhood, and the scars on my cheeks
show my adolescence, they resemble the judgemental peers I survived in high school. My body is
a canvas for the watercolours of life to bring alive. I am the kind of painting that begs to be seen
despite what some may see as flaws.
I was subjected to comments from boys, “She doesn’t have boobs.” “Her waist is too big.” “She’s
ugly.” Always eager to please, I would change myself, starving and preening to fit the mold of
their desires though it was never approved. By the time I slimmed myself down to a size 8 they
wanted a size 6. I never felt like enough.
Gone are the comments from boys, replaced by comments from a man. “you’re beautiful.” “I love
you.” “I do.” He is the type of man who stares at me grinning uncontrollably when I get home
from work or fold the washing or read to our daughter. The type of man who desires me
constantly as a size 16. I’ve never felt more enough.
As I think back to my adolescent days I wish I would have known that how you love yourself is
how you teach others to love you. Insecurities? They need not exist.

Self Worth - Anonymous
How do people determine their individual self-worth? Status? Wealth? Physical appearance, talent, ability,
accomplishments…. For the neurosurgeon earning a six figure salary, is it the achievement of having passed a rigorous
education, the mountains of money they earn, the impact on the lives of others? Maybe the foundation for their self-worth is
not career-based at all. Perhaps they derive self-worth from their relationships with their friends, family, lover. As people
aren’t one-dimensional, it is likely from a pool of reasons akin to these and not just one particular reason.
I have been plagued by the absence of a strong sense of self-worth since birth. Why am I important, why should I value myself
when I’m just a single individual out of billions? Do I have any unique or outstanding characteristics or a reason at all to
believe I have any significance? My answer to these questions is always a resounding no. Whether this belief can be labelled as
‘good’ or ‘bad’, I’m unsure myself.
One definition terms self-worth as “the sense of one's own value or worth as a person; self-esteem; self-respect.”. By this
definition, self-worth can be applied in the context of varying settings. A person could hold high self-esteem in that they
position themselves as having importance in an individual sense but perceive they are of fundamentally little importance in
the grand scheme of the world. One could have high self-worth pertaining to certain area of their life and little in other
aspects. On the extreme ends, the self-confidence of individuals may be either minimal to non-existent or towering in a
majority of facets of their lives. This can manifest into attitudes and behaviour that exhibit, respectively, either a feeling of
inferiority or superiority in relation to others.
Does a ‘need’ to have a sense of strong self-worth really exist? In my perspective, yes, but perhaps not necessarily to the extent
that you view yourself as someone important in the context of society. Barring self-loathing, recognizing that you’re
ultimately insignificant can invoke a sense of extreme liberation. When you choose to think of your own life as
inconsequential, you begin questioning your actions/inaction more. If the truth is that my life is nothing special, why should
I be scared of trivial things like looking like an idiot in front of others? What’s stopping me from pursuing
activities/opportunities etc. I’m otherwise interested in? Through looking at life from this viewpoint, you begin to question
if maybe it really is better to live while believing that you don’t hold any importance to anything or anyone.
I can look back at always having several issues interacting with others from a very young age. To this day, I’ve only been able
to create a close relationship with one person who I now no longer keep in contact with. Although there are many factors,
I’ve come to realize how I’ve perceived myself may have contributed to this. I believe that I’ve always suffered from somewhat
of an inferiority complex, thinking that I’m below others or that I’m simply just inadequate; as a person in general or whether
it be in a particular skill set. “Why is ... so much better than me at...?”, “Why can’t I understand... It’s so simple”. The end
result is nothing but a pervasive feeling of worthlessness. This is an instance where viewing oneself as insignificant is toxic;
when the result is self-loathing.
“I am the greatest.” A positive self-affirmation by the famous and now deceased boxer, Muhammad Ali. Many people might
correlate having a high self-esteem with negative traits such as being arrogant or cocky. This is untrue. It is entirely possible
for a person to highly respect themselves, their ability and accomplishments etc. while retaining humility and respect for
others. I have always admired the self-confidence capable of people like the charismatic Ali, even as someone that is apathetic
towards the sport of two men beating each other in a boxing ring for the amusement of others. Here, there is someone that
unashamedly proclaims to the world about their ‘greatness’, utterly confident in their own ability they have spent countless
hours honing. People who possess such a strong grasp of their self-worth are inspiring in how they carve a purpose for their
being. While this is not something we are all capable of, perhaps it is something we all need to strive for.

The importance of stepping out of your comfort zone - Rosaleigh Roberts
Every year without fail, I will do the typical thing. Celebrate New Years, do the countdown
and spend the following day/days recovering- from the late night that is. Somewhere in the
fog that follows that monumental night each year there is a moment of personal evaluation.
I look back on the year that has passed, acknowledge my highs, lows and everything in
between and- you guessed it make resolutions.
This whole concept of “New Year, New Me” can be a great motivating force for some, for
others, a laughable notion, because “people never change”. Over the years I have managed
to come up with quite the collection of goals ranging from, “get up and go the beach every
morning and stop procrastinating” to, “stop eating chocolate”, all of which were to no
prevail. My one and only goal of 2017 was to complete a 30-day ab challenge, unfortunately
I forgot about this goal until half-way through December…
Considering my apparent incompetence in fulfilling my goals, one may think that this year
I would make my resolution “find some willpower”, instead I looked deep inside and found
that the actual issue was me setting goals that are either unattainable because they may not
always be accessible; like going to the beach every morning or they simply did not appeal to
my true nature. Having a ‘ripped bod’ does not appeal to me, nor does denying myself of
one of life’s greatest and most simple pleasures; chocolate. And procrastination, well, I
successfully procrastinated changing my tune on that one.
This year I decided to make my resolution one that would not only be relevant to this year
but to my aspirations for the rest of my life. This year my resolution is to close the gap
between where I am and where I want to be, to avoid prioritising things that are of little to
no value to me and to start being more ruthless and passionate in my endeavours.
This may seem reckless, but to me it makes perfect sense. If you take a moment to really
think about it (which I do, often) it is crazy that we so often hinder ourselves from doing
the things that would enrich our lives if we would simply do them. Life is so fickle, and
within it, the things we invest our time and energy in are often so trivial - worrying about
not getting a text back, getting a grade, impressing people, looking appealing to strangers.
Why is it that we do invest so much into these things that in essence, don’t actually matter?
So many of us live with a dangerous sense of infallibility, this idea that we are almost
invincible; that our lives will never end and our choices are of no consequence-especially in
our youth. This idea is dangerous because, we of course do die, eventually, so thinking
otherwise is unrealistic. Our actions are always of some consequence, regardless of whether
the consequence has positive or negative connotations. But it is perhaps the most

dangerous because this idea that we live forever allows us to use time as an excuse for the
decisions we make, which can crack up to be the worst consequence.
Most of us limit ourselves subconsciously on the daily through these decisions. We decide
not to wear an outfit because it's too bold or not go out cause we are scared of meeting new
people and what they will think of us. As teenagers moving into adulthood, so many of us
are making the pivotal decision of what we are going to do for the next year and so many of
us are making decisions based on things that are within our comfort zone. I too am guilty of
the desire to be comfortable, feel secure in every aspect of my life choices. Up until six
weeks into the first term of this year, I was going to go straight from college into six years of
a masters degree in psychology so that when I was in my mid thirties I would be
comfortable and able to help people to help themselves. It felt like the right thing to do, the
good thing to do, something I could potentially be really good at but the idea was not
enthralling, now I have ventured outside of my comfort zone, I ditched statistics and am
pursuing something I am truly passionate about.
However, there is this lack of security, in many facets - going into music. There is no
certain career destination or financial stability but I can’t imagine myself doing anything
else. It is simultaneously the most exciting and terrifying position I have ever put myself in.
I am completely out on a limb and that is the best part. As George Addair, founder of
Omega Vector, an organization that teaches the art of Self-Knowledge, once said
“Everything you’ve ever wanted is in the other side of fear.”
Without stepping outside of our comfort zone, what chance is there at experiencing
something spectacularly unexpected or just spectacular. What growth comes from staying
within the bounds of the familiar, practicing the same things without advancement?
Following the same patterns and expecting a different result. Being uncomfortable for the
things that matter most to us, working at a career or through a rough patch in a
relationship or to conquer some kind of inner demon, isn’t just important, it is necessary.

